
Launch to Elite | Week Two Assignment + Notes  
Check List (Do it NOW):  

1. Watch the Video  
2. Connect with your Accountability partner by 10am everyday and tell them what you are 

going to get done today, and then let them know if you did by 6pm. 
3. Book time in your calendar to complete the homework.  

 
Homework (INVITING/SAMPLING STEP):  

1. Continue practicing your sharing why.. So that you feel totally and completely 
comfortable talking about the fact that you “do” doTERRA as a business. Connect with 2 
people every day (eg hear their life story + struggle). Use the sentence stem… “I am so 
committed to this work because…” 

2. Sample 10 people this week. Ask, ask, ask. Be listening 90% of the conversation. Fall in 
love with connecting. 

3. Invite 25 people to a class or one on one week using the principles in the video class.  
 
NOTES 
Remember 3 things you need to be successful (oils are involved with everything):  

1. Mindset | we’ll talk about soon. (use your OILS to help motivate + calm yourself, 
continually work on mindset). 

2. Skillset | Use oils, share oils, teach others to do the same  (you learn this as you go!) 
3. Toolkit |  

a. Use Toolkit | Essential life book/app, EOEbooks app, doTERRA ebooks, 
empowered success series, empowered life webinars, dropli, everything 
essentials website, doTERRA websites 

b. Share/Teach Toolkit | Empower success guides, class in a box, rank + PO3 
planner, memory jogger, success check in, success tracker, drawing entry form, 
class planner, strengths finder guide (use YOUR strengths).  

 
Inviting Guidelines:  

1. Treat people like the individual they are. What type of person are they? Square (like 
science + direct answers), squiggle (like the ideas + big picture), triangle (like 
independence/learn on their own), circle (like stories + fun). Identify this and you’ll have 
a great idea of how they will engage with education.  

2. Leaders won’t come to classes. Followers will. Take the time to identify and meet 
with influential people and connect with them on an emotional level.  

3. Listen 90% of the time and ask lots of questions. When it is your turn to speak; 
explain form the heart on why you’re committed to the work you do, don’t just “sell” 
doTERRA. 

4. Match their energy level.  
5. KEY: make them feel like it’s super important that they come to class/engage with 

the material/meet with you, but don’t be desperate. The difference is “I KNOW YOU 
NEED THIS” vs “I NEED YOU.” 



6. Take it to an emotional level with them. Take the time to find that emotional level with 
them.  

7. Invite, keep connecting, remind them to come, remind why THEY NEED THIS. 
Build excitement.  

8. Comes back to clarity + belief in the product. So ALWAYS be using the oils + 
building your product belief.  

9. Figure out their felt need first. Bring it to an emotional level, then remind them.  
10. Keep it short + sweet until you’ve gotten a few responses. Eg; start with “Hey love! 

What are you doing next week on wednesday?”. You want to get people to say “YES” at 
least 2 times before you invite them to a meeting or a class.  

 
Sampling Guidelines: 

1. Only sample from the home essentials kit oils + wild orange. (exceptions if they 
have given you a VERY specific felt need issue + you know the sample will give them an 
experience immediately.. Eg.. emotional blends). Only sample oils that give an 
immediate experience. Peppermint, breathe, wild orange, deep blue + the emotional oils 
are great for this. Even if they have super complicated health issues, focus on the thing 
that really affects them day to day. Example: if they have hashimotos, there are so 
many oils that will help, but just give them peppermint for fatigue FIRST.  

2. Get their contact info BEFORE sampling. If you sample and then ask for contact info it 
can feel weird..so connect with them first. 

3. At most, sample 3 things. Give VERY specific directions on how to use the samples for 
their felt need. Example: They have headaches. Give them peppermint and lavender 
and tell them to apply 2 drops of each to temples, hairline and behind the ears every 2 
hours until headache subsides. Giving general samples never works.. people need to be 
told what to do. 

4. Follow up with them asking them if they’ve used the sample within 12 hours. **I normally 
text/message them immediately after we part ways, reminding them how to use it and 
that I’ll be checking in later that day to see how it goes.  

5. You don't have to sample if you yourself have HIGH product belief. People most 
definitely can buy a kit before they ever have samples. It's all about education and 
presenting the product in such a way that it will meet the person's felt needs. You can 
get better and better at this as your product belief and belief in yourself grows, but don't 
feel like you have to sample everyone. These are precious and effective solutions, they 
are worth every penny, and giving out a ton of samples can devalue the product, and 
make people less inclined to buy.  

 
Quotes for the Week:  
“A. B. C. Always be connecting.” 
 
 
 
 


